This article revisits the art and artists of Gottfried Keller's Der grüne Heinrich, a novel concluding with a conservative stance against artistic innovation, in order to explore how pre-twentieth-century literary fiction advanced the development of unconventional modes of artistic expression such as abstract art. Through comparative analysis of two fictional artworks described in the novel, I argue that Keller's nineteenth-century bildungsroman preconditions radical twentiethcentury art forms by establishing the self-awareness of the artist as necessary for the creation of unorthodox artworks. This investigation of cross-medial exchange emphasizes the cultural work performed by literature in furthering and fostering innovative visual media.
This colossal scrawl would seem to constitute an example of abstract art emerging decades before Kandinsky would unveil the first publicly hung abstract painting in 1911. Yet neither Keller's narrative image nor Kandinsky's painted one actually introduced the Western world to the idea of abstract art. If we, for the sake of convenience, define abstract art as one not based on the premise of mimetically reproducing objects of physical reality, early literary examples of abstraction or the awareness of its possibility can be found scattered throughout the past several centuries. That authors conceptualized these unconventional images in writing well before artists produced them in paint calls for critical examination of the role of literature in advancing the development of innovative modes of artistic expression like abstraction.
For Kandinsky to present his revolutionary paintings entailed the assembling and aligning of an essential set of criteria, that is to say, preconditions that would facilitate an artist's creation and exhibition of an abstract artwork as physical object, as well as a public's reception and acceptance of it. Playing a role in this process, pre-twentieth-century literature directly or indirectly explained what a visual image could not, namely the existence of these bizarre images: how they came to be, what they could convey, how the viewer could approach a work of abstraction, and what type of artist came to create it.
As my investigation will demonstrate, however, Keller's protagonist is not this type of artist. In fact, the novel assumes an arguably conservative stance against aberrant manifestations of idiosyncratic expression when Heinrich's artistic journey ends with a quiet death in the first version, a life of civil servitude in the second, and his scrawl discarded in both. Nevertheless, I contend that Keller does advance the development of the art forms he appears to discourage, for the failure of Heinrich and his art reveals a crucial precondition for the future success of unorthodox artworks: the self-awareness of the artist. In exploring how writing about artistic innovation, even dissuasively, served to influence its creation, I emphasize the valuable cultural work performed by literature in fostering innovative visual media.
To date, scholarly discussions of Heinrich's scrawl have revolved around interpretations of the image itself. Otto Stelzer (1964), Karl Fehr (1972), Oskar Bätschmann (1989), and Günter Hess (1995) boldly claim it as an early example of abstract art. 2 Others, such as Gerhard Kaiser, draw carefully qualified correlations to imply that the radical artwork, though not in and of itself abstract, is indicative of impulses and images which would later be recognized as such.
3 Barbara Naumann likewise locates the seeds of modern abstract art within Heinrich's handiwork, while Erich Meuthen identifies Heinrich's scrawl as a signpost pointing to the path toward modernity, and reads Keller's novel as a harbinger of modern art. 4 As Naumann and Meuthen suggest, our knowledge of the aesthetic forms and discourses in the decades following the book's publication predisposes our perception of Heinrich's sprawling scrawl as inherently modern and comparable to abstract art.
On the other hand, many have made the comparison only to dismiss it. In fact, Naumann and Meuthen go on to characterize this path to modernity as a dead end leading nowhere, their respective interpretations understanding the scrawl and the psychomechanical aspects of its creation as indicative of Heinrich's pathological character flaws.
5 Rejecting claims for abstraction more strongly, Bruno Weber regards the passage as an ironically recounted portrayal of absolute ineptitude and creative impotence. 6 Ernst Osterkamp echoes the sentiment with the contention that Heinrich's scrawling is not evidence of artistic progression, but rather of human regression.
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Yet discrediting Heinrich's image with words invoking pathology and regression still indicates its potential, for it is precisely this pathological dimension which would be embraced by certain twentieth-century strains of abstract art. 8 Within the nineteenthcentury context of the novel, however, these same features do not register as art, let alone as an inventive mode of aesthetic expression like abstraction. Heinrich's scrawl lands in the trash heap after friend and fellow artist Erikson puts his fist through the canvas, an action reifying classical aesthetic norms and the bourgeois social order.
To account for its failure, we must turn from the aberrant artwork itself and cast a critical eye on the artist who folds in the face of criticism and accepts, even welcomes, the destruction of his work. Keller does level such a gaze at Heinrich, many in fact. These gazes originate from within a painting encountered earlier in the novel. A programmatic piece of representational art in the style of a Dutch genre scene, this other painting represents the converse of the scrawl. It is accordingly executed by a figure often regarded as Heinrich Lee's alter ego: the mysterious Ferdinand Lys. 9 Although
Keller scholarship largely overlooks this fictional painting, I bring it to the foreground in order to show how it in fact foreshadows the fate of the scrawl, and serves a crucial function for the title artist's career. 10 As close textual reading demonstrates, marked parallels connect how Heinrich reacts to Lys's painting with how he then fails to react later in the novel when his scrawl is viewed and disparaged by Erikson. A comparison of the two episodes reveals that the protagonist himself ultimately dooms the drawing to failure, because he lacks the wherewithal to insist upon its legitimacy in the face of negative reception. While the scrawl fails in the novel, Lys's painting suggests to the reader that Heinrich could have acted differently, and that his abstract image could have constituted an underappreciated moment of great artistic innovation had the artist possessed the self-awareness to uphold its distinction from the orthodoxy.
Keller introduces the character of Lys upon Heinrich's arrival in Munich, where both the protagonist and his alter ego have relocated to pursue their careers as artists. Whereas Heinrich heads north from Switzerland, Lys travels southward out of the Netherlands. The former struggles to gain income and acclaim, while the latter enjoys independent wealth and notable talent. That these antithetical qualities extend to their artistic identities becomes evident when Heinrich visits the atelier of his new friend. Wandering into the last chamber of Lys's studios, he finds himself in front of a monumental group portrait. Of its six individuals, all save one face outward; a total of five pairs of eyes converge at the spectator with expressions of unflinching scorn. Heinrich informs the reader that the composition was inspired by a Bible verse, "Wohl dem, der nicht sitzet auf der Bank der Spötter!" (426-427).
11 The significance of this biblical association unfolds as the text delivers an exacting description of this imagined painting. Under Lys's brush, the "scornful" group consists of five men in eighteenth-century costume: a youth of barely nineteen ("der Jüngling"), a silver-haired old man ("der Greis"), a buffoon ("der Taugenichts" / "Hanswurst"), a dignified man in uniform ("ein stattlicher Mann in Uniform"), and an abbot in silk soutane ("der Abbé"). The setting distinctly Italian, the party resides in a Roman villa with champagne sparkling in the tall Venetian glasses on the marble table before them. On the opposite side of the table, a young girl sits alone with her back to the spectator. Although both hands are occupied with the task of tuning a lute, she still drinks from a glass held to her lips by the man closest to her, the youth. The sole woman in the group is also the sole figure partaking in the libations, though she does not actually drink the wine herself. It is poured directly into her mouth by the youth, who "sah beim lässigen Hinhalten des Glases nicht auf das Mädchen, sondern fixierte den Beschauer." He is not alone, for all glances except for the girl's are directed at the person standing directly in front of the picture, and each pair of eyes stares at the spectator with undisguised, or poorly disguised, scorn.
At odds with the "verneinender Natur" generated by such scorn is the painting's execution, which, as Heinrich relates, is "mit dem wärmsten Leben getränkt." He further notes how the "Widerspruch zwischen dem freudigen Glanz und dem kritischen Gegenstand des Bildes die sonderbarste Wirkung hervorrief." The scornful stares:
schienen mit unabwehrbarem Durchdringen jede Selbsttäuschung, Halbheit, Schwärmerei, jede verborgene Schwäche, jede unbewußte oder bewußte Heuchelei aus ihm herauszufischen. Auf ihren eigenen Stirnen, um ihre Mundwinkel ruhte zwar unverkennbare Hoffnungslosigkeit; aber trotz der Blässe, die ohne den rötlichen Greis alle überzog, steckten sie in einer unverwüstlichen Gesundheit, wie die Fische im Wasser, und der Betrachter, der seiner nicht ganz bewußt war, befand sich so übel unter diesen Blicken, daß man eher versucht war auszurufen Weh dem, der vor der Bank der Spötter steht! (426-427) By inverting the Bible verse, Heinrich subverts the status of the spectator and the stability of his spectatorship. The position of detached onlooker should be "Wohl," or "blessed"; safely outside the picture, the audience is unable to sit with the scornful, but able to pass judgment on them. In Lys's composition spectatorial distance is cursed. By not sitting with the scornful, the spectator becomes the object of their scorn, thereby reversing the standard relationship between audience and art. No longer does the spectator actively view a purely passive object. Now the art actively confronts its audience, turning the spectator into the object of vision and assuming the privileged position of passing judgment on those who might judge it. Truly, the scornful stares of the depicted men deliver a damning verdict.
The spectator, in turn, is acutely aware of the painting's disapproval, as the uncomfortable sensations evoked within Heinrich indicate. With every self-deception, hidden weakness, and hypocrisy forcibly extricated and brought to the surface for all to see and judge, Heinrich feels exposed and highly self-conscious of his shortcomings. He is hardly the first; Lys recounts how he occasionally would bring an unsuspecting guest or two up to this canvas to observe "die verlegenen Gesichter, die er schnitt." While the artist takes general pleasure in turning the tables on his audience, the painting's scorn is directed at one group in particular. We learn from Heinrich that "Lys nannte dies Bild seine 'hohe Kommission,' den Ausschuß der Sachverständigen, vor welchen er sich selbst zuweilen mit bangem Herzen stelle." Not merely allegorical figures, the men represent the critics who have expressly judged Lys and his art. Through this painting, however, the Dutch artist undermines the integrity of the high commissioners' judgment by at once mocking the critical audience and issuing a defiant challenge. 12 As the ensuing analysis submits, Lys mocks the institution of art criticism by portraying it as a commedia-dell'arte production. In doing so, he challenges his critical audience, rejecting the critics' scorn by dislocating and objectifying them as receptacle of the artist's scorn. Closer examination of the painting's staging and deep structure reveals how the Dutchman achieves both. The power play commences on the surface level where numerous correlations link the spectacle staged on canvas with many salient characteristics of the commedia dell'arte, the theatre genre notorious for its bawdy content and social criticism. 13 To begin with, although Lys explicitly states that the work is directed at his German critics, he sets the scene in Italianate surroundings and clothes the group in costumes dating to the eighteenth century, a period when the commedia enjoyed renewed popularity in rococo art and porcelain sculpture. 14 Most striking is his use of caricatured social types and theatrical pretense. The youth, the old man, the buffoon, the man in uniform, and the abbot comprise a cast of stock characters whose social stations are transparently identifiable through age or clothing. The male figure highlighted to the greatest extent by Lys's painting and Heinrich's narration is the most popular in the commedia, the buffoon. He sits center stage, directly across from the maiden and from the spectator, and stares "mit offenbarem Hohne, die Nase verziehend" (427).
Compounding the fool's derision are his feeble attempts to conceal it by holding a rose in front of his mouth, a gesture which signals a fundamental hypocrisy within the character. This hypocrisy points to another feature intrinsic to the commedia, namely the use of masks. Although no mask as such appears in the painting, each man wears the mask of social pretense, presenting to the viewer a public façade crassly at odds with the essential nature of the being disguised underneath. To be sure, widely drawn affected gestures clearly implicate each scornful man in the painting in some form of hypocritical behavior or "masking." 15 The beautiful youth carries "die Erfahrungen eines Greises in sich," the old man exudes "allen Mutwillen eines Neunzehnjährigen."
The buffoon holds a rose in front of his mouth, "als wolle er denselben gutmütig verhehlen." The man in uniform looks "fast schwermütig, aber doch mit mitleidigem Spotte," while the abbot of all people "eine Prise zur Nase führte und in diesem Geschäft einen Augenblick anhielt, so sehr schien ihn die Lächerlichkeit, Hohlheit oder Unlauterkeit des Beschauers zu frappieren und zu bösen Witzen aufzufordern." Yet even as the abbot and his companions conduct themselves in false and deceptive manners, they scorn the object of their gaze, and would seek to extract feelings of inadequacy and evidence of hypocrisy from the spectator. Lys's painting suggests that these insincere men are in no position to determine the sincerity of the viewer, even if they have been placed in such. As a result, this superficial moment of social revelry invites at a deeper level an occasion for incisive social commentary.
As indicated by the title, his commentary takes aim at the board of high commissioners, those who preside over Munich's art world. Staged as a commedia-dell'arte production, the art critics and the process of going before them are reduced to farce and charade, a true "comedy of artists," as it were. Only donning the masks of art critic, the group of "experts" pretends to possess aesthetic taste and act judiciously when, in reality, they lack merit and integrity. Their "expert" opinions have weight, especially for fledgling artists, but the painting challenges the veracity of their words and undermines the nature of their power. If the critics themselves are not above reproach, perhaps these men are not the best determinants for the value of art, for their judgments and damnations might be wrong. Perhaps the artist could insist on the legitimacy of his own perspective and would not have to accept his audience's criticism. Lys for one rejects the judgments of the high commissioners through the composition of his picture. It forces the critics to cast a critical eye on their own behavior, redirecting the scornful gaze of the audience at the audience, so that the judges become the judged. 16 Effecting this turnabout is the faceless maiden, the axial point where spectator and painting converge, and where viewing subject becomes viewed object. She serves a paradoxical purpose, bringing the spectator into the painting's theatrical performance while at the same time ensuring utter detachment from it. 17 On the one hand, as a backward-facing figure (Rückenfigur) sitting closest to the picture plane, she functions as a point of identification that invites the audience to sit in her seat. 18 Assuming her place at the table, however, establishes an unfairly distributed balance of power by placing the spectator in a vulnerable position. Not only is she outnumbered five to one, an estrangement further intensified by the gender divide, but her coding as performer and prostitute puts her firmly on the receiving end of things. Her figure, "üppig gewachsen" and "festlich geschmückt," betrays the likely social station of courtesan, as do the two symbols of earthly pleasure in her orbit: a lute and the wine flowing from the youth's hands into her waiting mouth. 19 Providing the entertainment sexually and musically, she exists for the men's viewing pleasure, if only they would glance at her. Their scornful stares are reserved for the spectator, who, despite identifying with the female Rückenfigur, is still detached enough from the painting to be objectified by it. As Heinrich discovers when feeling acutely on display under the piercing gazes of the men, identification is only partial. While the maiden does invite audiences into the painting, she also institutes a barrier blocking their entry. Her backwardfacing body pushes them back out of the picture, and distances the spectator from the proceedings to remain an object of vision for the men. Were identification with her complete, the audience would be fully inside the picture and in her seat at the table, and thus not be objectified by the scornful stares passing over her head. Yet because the maiden paradoxically enables audience participation while effecting its alienation, her presence preserves the definable distinction between artwork and spectator, so that one may view the other. As a site of split identification, the maiden acts as pivot point between subject and object where viewing subject in fact becomes viewed object. Therefore, when spectators like Heinrich are paraded out in front of the Hohe Kommission, the painting obliges them to play the role of maiden in this farce. Occupying the lower and weaker end of a fundamentally inequitable balance of power, they must endure the scornful and objectifying gazes of men who, through the masks of their own hypocrisy, have little to no authority to sit in judgment.
That Lys equates this comedic production and its cast of characters with the practice of art criticism impugns the "expert" opinion of the critic, but it also implicates those artists who must bring their work before the commissioners. Assuming a role comparable to the maiden, the artist undergoes a parallel split whereby he acts as a member of the troupe who is nonetheless distanced from the performance. As a successful career requires the approval of "experts," the artist must play along in the comedic routine, performing on stage with the ensemble but also for the ensemble. Like the maiden with her lute, the artist prostitutes himself and his talents to entertain the commissioners. Hence he participates in the charade, while nonetheless standing apart from it as the object of vision, scrutiny, and scorn. For Lys, the theatre of art criticism degrades the artist, who is compelled to play along for the sake of his career. Even he, a gifted and seasoned painter, steps in front of their critical stares with trepidation. To go before the high commissioners is to be vulnerable, to be put on public display, and to open oneself to the derision of those whose words have power, but not necessarily integrity or truth. It is to experience the same sensation that Heinrich feels when under the scornful stares in the portrait. Indeed, it is what Lys means every spectator to feel when walking under the artwork's battery of gazes.
Yet it is when Lys presumably presents the Hohe Kommission before the actual board of high commissioners that something special happens. When the committee of "experts" sits in judgment of this painting, they become the spectators in its crosshairs. They view the maiden as a site of split identification and are now made into the objects of scorn, their own scorn to be exact. The act of exhibiting the confrontational creation in this context reverses the directionality of stares, and allows Lys to project the artist's scorn onto the critics. He brazenly declares his contempt for these "experts" and the enterprise of art criticism as they perform it. This gesture of projection works to emasculate the critics under the same objectifying gazes they level at the artist. Objectified by their own scorn, judged by their own judgments, the critics are forced by the hand of the artist to face their personal shortcomings and hypocritical behavior. Throwing their stares back in their faces, Lys categorically rejects their scorn, and restores the balance of power between artist and audience. This gesture of rejection is a crucial moment of self-awareness for the artist, one which expresses belief in his work and lays claim to an artistic identity independent of audience reception. Lys asserts his authority to accept or reject the opinion of others, be it scorn or praise. As artist, he determines the parameters of his personal aesthetic consciousness, and acts as judge and defender of his own art.
The reversal of scorn illustrates a fundamental necessity for the emergence of innovating artists and unconventional art forms: a strong sense of self-awareness. Lys's defiance when confronted with an unduly critical audience signals his willingness to defend his artwork against (perceived) unjust criticism, as well as his unwillingness to acquiesce to perspectives counter to what he believes. This measure of selfawareness precipitates the opening of alternate perspectives which do not conform to the mainstream. Such nonconformist perspectives not only nurture novel modes of expression such as abstract art, they also endow the artist with the autonomy to define concepts such as art, success, and failure on his or her own terms. In commanding the judges to judge themselves, the confrontational gazes in Lys's painting suggest that any supposed shortcoming might be attributable to the audience's blindness rather than the artist's failure. Sustaining these opened alternate perspectives allows for the possibility that different sets of eyes could look at the same image but not necessarily see or respond to the same thing. That being said, it appears to fall upon the artist to open this perspective, and fight for its viability. Instead of caving to the social pressure exerted by the scornful stares, Lys demonstrates the wherewithal to assert his authority as artist to produce art as he envisions it. Moreover, in rejecting negative judgment and refusing to comply with a sense of self constructed through the eyes of others, he establishes his artistic identity as one largely contingent on internal determination as opposed to external assignment.
In stark contrast, Keller's protagonist possesses neither the willingness nor wherewithal to act as Lys does. On two separate yet interconnected occasions, Heinrich is unwilling or unable to assert himself and defend his work against the negative judgment of others. The first occurs when Heinrich walks in front of the Hohe Kommission and becomes the object of the picture's scornful yet hypocritical gazes. Lys's painting functions as a litmus test to ascertain how Heinrich might react when he, as the professional artist he wishes to become, must expose himself and his art to the critical eyes of the actual board of high commissioners. Keller does not lead the reader to presume that the young aspirant would fare well. Overwhelmed with feelings of insecurity, inadequacy, and incompetence, Heinrich is rendered incapable of verbal articulation, and silently makes the embarrassed faces ("verlegene Gesichter") as Lys's other guests do. The stares seem to cut into Heinrich, reaching an internal level where he is stuck dumb and unable to speak even after Lys leads him away from the judgmental committee: he "wußte nicht ein Wort zu dem Gespräche beizutragen." Whereas Lys challenges the gazes of his critics, Heinrich's silent discomfort points to a hesitancy, even inability, to respond in a similar manner when the opportunity to do so arises.
Paralleling the portentous scene with Lys's painting, the episode elicited by Heinrich's scrawl presents the protagonist with a second occasion to respond to negative judgment, this time with respect to his own artwork. The circumstances surrounding the public viewing of the scrawl replicate Heinrich's encounter with Lys's Hohe Kommission, except that the scornful stares in the theatrically staged painting are replaced with the overblown theatricality of Erikson's derisive critique. Although the character of Erikson and the content of his monologue deserve richer treatment than can be given here, relevant to the matter at hand is the breed of artist and type of audience that he embodies for Keller. Unlike Lys, Erikson is a perfectly mediocre commercial artist ("Handelsmaler") who makes a perfectly comfortable living by painting perfectly mediocre art. A straightforward and simple creature eschewing extremes and not deviating from the road well-traveled, Erikson enjoys great financial and popular success without producing great or innovative work. He panders to the Biedermeieresque expectations of middle-class customers with an oeuvre consisting of variations of one theme: the "allereinfachste Landschaftsbilder im kleinsten Maß-stabe, belebt mit vorsichtig hingesetzten Figürchen" (420). His reliance on established convention and alignment with bourgeois economic interests comprise his aesthetic taste, and give the reader reason to doubt any "expert" opinion he might issue.
Nonetheless, his scornful condemnation and destruction of Heinrich's scrawl remain unchallenged for the simple fact that Heinrich does not act to challenge it. The decisive moment for action occurs during the monologue Erikson delivers in response to his young friend's work. Halfway through his commentary, his new wife Rosalie interjects to exclaim, "'Aber, liebster Mann, wo willst du hin!'" (513). Flustered, Erikson pauses, opening his mouth and his eyes, as if momentarily uncertain of how to answer or what to say. This pause presents a prime opportunity for Heinrich's action. It does not last long, but Keller draws it out by drawing our attention to Heinrich. This is the younger artist's moment to say or do something: to disagree with Erikson and defend his scrawl, to explain the process of its creation, to assert his voice as artist. Here is a moment when Heinrich could insist upon the legitimacy of his creation, and abstract art could emerge as a real possibility for artistic expression. Yet nothing happens.
The moment is rife with a potentiality unseized by the protagonist, who silently stands "verlegen am Fenster" ("at the window, embarrassed") (513). 20 The moment for potential action ends when Erikson launches into the second half of his critique, an ensuing paragraph of commentary which climaxes with the older artist's fist punched through the scrawl, and Heinrich still standing by in idle silence. Upon this true occasion of public reception and critical resistance to his work, Heinrich does not resist Erikson's resistance. He does not act out in anger, he does not act out in creative defiance like Lys and his confrontational painting, nor does he even act out to save his own creation from physical destruction. He does not act, period. Yielding to his reproving friend, the younger artist finally albeit silently manages to move at the episode's conclusion, but only to extend his hand in thanks ("ich reichte ihm dankbar die Hand"), grateful that Erikson has acted for him (515). The existence of the image itself ends with Erikson's action, but the existence of its potential to be abstract art ends with Heinrich's inaction, specifically his failure to act or speak during the pause in Erikson's commentary. Therein lays the problem, for Heinrich's career as artist as well as for the emergence of novel art forms such as abstraction.
Since doing nothing provokes no change in established norms, Heinrich's inaction ends any potential for his scrawl to represent a legitimate mode of aesthetic expression. As a result, any aperture for an alternative perspective willing to entertain the possibility of an art that could be abstract is sealed shut. I believe that a probable cause for the protagonist's inaction can be found in the author's language. In the original German, Keller qualifies Heinrich's passive silence with the word "verlegen," both when challenged by Erikson and when confronted with Lys's painting. Its current use designating a feeling of embarrassment, the term "verlegen" is etymologically rooted in inaction. Per Duden, the middle-high German equivalent denotes a long period of inactivity during which one incurs damage or detriment as a result of this excessively inert state ("durch langes Liegen Schaden nehmen oder träge werden"). 21 While this definition certainly pertains to the protagonist's behavior in the novel, it is in the word's contemporary usage where embarrassment manifests itself as a viable explanation for Heinrich's silent inaction. Duden defines the adjective or adverb "verlegen" as an expression of uncertainty and helplessness occurring when one is in an awkward, unpleasant situation and does not know how to act or conduct oneself ("in einer peinlichen, unangenehmen Situation nicht so recht wissend, wie man sich verhalten soll; Unsicherheit und eine Art von Hilflosigkeit ausdrückend"). 22 At once powerfully personal and socially situated, it is an emotional state involving internal sensations elicited by external conditions or conditioning. While these internal sensations can range from intense discomfort to doubt and from confusion to self-consciousness, they typically arise from the awareness that one has committed a socially unbefitting transgression witnessed by others. The feeling of embarrassment would then presuppose an awareness of socially acceptable behavior, and involve the unwanted attention resultant of its violation. Accordingly, Heinrich's embarrassment in the novel stems not from the act of creating the scrawl, rather from the fact that an audience sees it. In defying aesthetic norms, the knotted web on canvas represents a defiance of social norms and constitutes visual proof of Heinrich's socially unacceptable behavior. Standing "verlegen am Fenster" in response to Erikson's words, he is caught in a social transgression and does not know how to extricate himself from the spider web-hence his convenient perch by the window, a symbolic desire for a "way out." The architectural orifice prefigures the hole which Erikson rips in the drawing and even equates with an outlet. Before punching the canvas, he exclaims to Heinrich, "Frisch, halte dich oben, mache dich heraus aus dem verfluchten Garne! Da ist wenigstens ein Loch!" (515). As the two then look through the window of what was once the scrawl, Heinrich and the reader realize that the "way out" only opens when the offending creation is eradicated, and the conventional perspective is upheld. Heinrich is delivered from the unpleasant situation, and brought into conformity with social expectations. His embarrassed silence and passive response to Erikson's scorn indicates that he has tacitly accepted and internalized the judgment externally assigned by his audience. Like the maiden in Lys's picture drinking the wine poured down her throat, Heinrich takes the criticism, the ridicule, and the scorn leveled at him and swallows it.
That he has truly accepted it and accepted it into himself is in my estimation conveyed through the conspicuous recurrence of "verlegen." As noted above, this particular feeling, indeed this particular word, appears in conjunction with Heinrich's response to the Hohe Kommission as well as Erikson's critique of the scrawl. In Lys's atelier, Heinrich's narration tells of "verlegene Gesichter," the embarrassed faces made when the scornful stares in the painting appear to recognize his self-deceptions, hypocrisies, and inadequacies. What is originally imagined in the eyes of others is then acknowledged within himself, received and accepted through his silence. Shortly thereafter, the word surfaces again when Heinrich stands "verlegen am Fenster" during the pause in Erikson's scornful monologue.
Yet Keller actually uses the term a second time to describe Heinrich's response to Erikson's critical viewing of the scrawl. When the older artist first sees Heinrich's work, he stares at his young friend with a dubious or critical expression ("mit bedenklichem Gesichte") (512). Perceiving Erikson's doubt and possibly sensing the impending critique, Heinrich becomes "verlegen und rot." This sign of outward embarrassment initiates a lopsided silent dialogue between critic and artist. It is lopsided in the sense that the critic's gaze occupies the dominant position of power: an actively viewing subject (Erikson) versus a passively viewed object (Heinrich), who registers his receipt of the stare through blushing. The physical response serves as a rejoinder continuing the wordless exchange between the two artists: Erikson conveys his dubious stance toward the scrawl, Heinrich receives and internalizes the social reproach in his embarrassment, and then makes his internal feelings externally apparent in turning red. Of course, this is not the first lopsided dialogue between scornful critic and embarrassed artist encountered in the novel; we recall Heinrich's embarrassment standing in front of Lys's Hohe Kommission, a painting which deliberately contrives the unpleasant experience of the artist-critic dialogue. It is therefore not wholly surprising that Heinrich, initially "verlegen und rot," later stands "verlegen am Fenster" and does not act to defend his creation when the opportunity arises. He has already internalized the social censure and conformed to the perspective that his abstraction has no potential as art.
Emphasizing the significance of the protagonist's embarrassment, Keller juxtaposes Heinrich's reddened state with the pointed use of his epithet by Erikson in the next sentence. For our "grüner Heinrich" to turn red signals a change in his being and identity, one remaining in effect to the novel's end. Like his father's green coat, Heinrich wears his embarrassment on his body as a sign. While the coat signifies his purported profession, his redness is a sign that he has accepted and internalized the judgment of others. Suddenly Heinrich is less "green" than he previously knew himself to be, for, until his scrawl was scorned by Erikson, he understood himself as an artist, even if this identity was not fully formed. The critical response of his audience and his passive submission to it cast doubt on a once assured identity that is never brought to fruition.
His career as artist effectively ends here, as the scrawl is the last new work that Heinrich ever creates. As suggested by his early work (fanciful cloud studies and grotesque landscapes) and confirmed by his overall lack of success, Heinrich exhibits no desire to produce conventional art that would appeal to a bourgeois market or its critics. Nor does he have the wherewithal or sense of self to reject the perspectives of others, and defend the work he produces. Heinrich's inaction enables Erikson's destruction of the scrawl, because it conveniently provides him a "way out" of unpleasant criticism at that moment. In the larger trajectory of the story, Heinrich's inaction saves him from the action of forming his identity as artist. In being "verlegen" and passively internalizing externally imposed parameters, Heinrich is "verlegen" in the literal sense of the word: "to displace, mislay."
23 When the censorious gazes and words of his audience instill in him the feeling of being misplaced, Heinrich allows himself to be displaced as artist by not acting against his critics and for his art. At the end of the novel, he is accordingly displaced from his original career path into a life of civil servitude. This denouement of social displacement is absent from Keller's initial 1855 publication, which tragically concludes with the hero dying quietly in poverty and solitude as a failed artist. In the second version, Keller resuscitates the artist but not his career; Heinrich still fails at art, but finds a new life in a new social role. Resolving the story in this manner reaffirms the cultural norms already in effect instead of proffering the potential for new ones. Heinrich's final integration into society as civil servant is also the integration of his individual aesthetic perspective into the mainstream conventions of the communal whole. The fact that Keller did revise the conclusion suggests a reading of the scrawl episode that cautions against new aesthetic possibilities such as abstract art, and not one heralding their potential. Even an empowered artist figure like Lys still maneuvers within the given precepts and might not be quite as defiant as his painting. Though his artistic identity is self-determined and more developed than Heinrich's, whether he would use his authority and autonomy to advocate institutional change is less definite. There is no indication that his provocative picture-still a conservative genre scene, I might add-experienced public exhibition or ever went before the real board of high commissioners. Implicit in Lys's defiance is the understanding that the boundaries of conventional aesthetic standards, while perhaps adjusted, will remain essentially intact.
The status of abstraction within the text, as well as the potential for its nonliterary emergence beyond its pages, rests in the hands of individuals prepared to defend its integrity. This Keller conveys through Heinrich's own lack of advocacy, for both himself and his art. In the novel, the critical audience responds to the unorthodox artwork with the resistance of an orthodox perspective working to dismantle the construction of heterogeneous perspectives. As a result, it falls upon the artist figure to either withstand the external pressure or capitulate to it. By passively yielding to his critic's position, Heinrich allows himself to be redirected back in line with social norms, a trajectory which eventually merges into prevailing aesthetic conventions and directs the protagonist toward a new profession. With Heinrich not acting to counter Erikson and save his creation from destruction, the novel concludes with a uniperspectival stance on aesthetic limits: that limits of acceptability should exist and that the scrawl violates them.
As to why it violates these limits, Heinrich's drawing conflicts with what I perceive as Keller's vision for an aesthetic sphere subject to objective standards and socioeconomic regulation. In a letter to his publisher, Keller explained: "Die Moral meines Buches ist: dass der jenige, dem es nicht gelingt, die Verhältnisse seiner Person und seiner Familie im Gleichgewicht zu erhalten, auch unbefähigt sei, im staatlichen Leben eine wirksame und ehrenvolle Stellung einzunehmen." 24 In other words, social norms do not conform to the individual, rather the individual has the task of "building" himself in preparation of assuming a functional social role. The author's concern for the integration of the individual within the greater social organism is conveyed through a protagonist who must accommodate himself into society. Certainly, we find the classic generic callings of a bildungsroman as we follow young Heinrich on his journey through his fictional social space, negotiating his internally driven personal proclivities with the externally enforced values of the given societal order. 25 When the Heinrich of the second version accommodates himself into society as civil servant, he fails in his endeavor to become an artist. Thus, what is arguably a successful bildungsroman is at the same time an unsuccessful Künstlerroman. Integration within the given social order precludes Heinrich's pursuit of the idiosyncratic aesthetic perspective which, in this instance, could have offered the potential for a conceptual shift toward alternative art forms such as abstraction. 26 Still, Keller's conservatism is not uncritical; nor is it unsympathetic to his failed protagonist. The existence of Lys and his painting points to dissatisfaction and frustration with systemic inequities, perhaps partly due to the author's experiences involving his own unsuccessful artistic career. It also bears mentioning that the opportunity for Heinrich's potential action is unique to the second version of the novel, as is the triplicate occurrence of "verlegen." In 1855, Erikson's critical commentary is without pause, and although Keller characterizes Heinrich as discomfited and red, he does not explicitly use "verlegen" in either scene. From these rewritings we might surmise that Keller recognized in the 1870s a greater potential for radical change and innovation, but that even this potential required a certain type of individual ready to realize it, regardless of whether that individual should.
In the end, Heinrich does not fail as an artist due to lack of talent or creativity. As Kaiser rightly notes, Heinrich "will als Künstler weder das Opferlamm noch der Hofnarr der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft sein." 27 Keller's protagonist is unprepared or unwilling to be society's sacrificial lamb, and act in the interest of his individual aesthetic vision at the cost of his social estrangement. Though he wears his father's green coat to announce his eccentricity and differentness, he never actually leaves the social order to take up the life of bohemian artist. Never his to begin with, the coat is less a marker of his identity than it is a costume that Heinrich tries on in his own commedia-dell'arte production; it allows him to play the role of artist without actually assuming the full responsibilities or consequences of being one. Perhaps this accounts for the embarrassment Heinrich feels when he is in front of Lys's painting, a "Selbsttäuschung" or "verborgene Schwäche" momentarily made conscious under the penetrating stares of the fictional high commissioners. The especially scornful look of the buffoon standing directly opposite the spectator reminds Heinrich that he too "masks" his true self, and simply wears the costume of an artist rather than the clothes. Yet Heinrich does not want to be society's fool either, making fanciful creations like the scrawl which provoke scorn and rebuke. That he wants to participate in the social order, not operate outside its bounds, is loudly communicated through his silent inaction at Erikson's criticism. As Kaiser also notes, "Nicht der Bürger, der Künstler steht im Grünen Heinrich unter Rechtfertigungsdruck."
28 When compelled to do so, Heinrich does not act to justify or vindicate his work, such as Lys might through his intentionally provocative art or as Kandinsky later would through his written treatises. Rather, Heinrich submits to the servile role of public functionary, integrating himself into society by living in servitude of it. With his extraordinary life and potentially extraordinary art brought back in line with the ordinary expectations of the social order, the scrawl no longer promises a new aesthetic tendency. Instead, it is little more than the doodle Erikson sees it as. Contrasting Heinrich's distracted doodling with "wirkliche Arbeit," Keller implies that the scrawl is not a socially useful or honorable aesthetic expression. He reduces its labor of creation to something akin to the fruitless weaving of Heinrich's old mother, who, like Penelope, sits by the window at her spinning wheel waiting in vain for the return of her unproductive son. 29 Tirelessly spinning the cloth for canvases Heinrich will never paint, her wasted effort contributes nothing to the interests of society. Like Heinrich's spinning of lines, the mother's spinning wheel starts as idle distraction and spirals into solipsistic behavior alienating the individual from productive social engagement. As Heinrich himself admits, the scrawl is not even a real work, let alone an early instance of abstract art. However, the scrawl does accomplish valuable work for the emergence of abstract art in the twentieth century. Its sheer existence demonstrates that abstract images were circulating in literature well before 1900, even if artists (and authors) might not have defended or endorsed their legitimacy as art. Be that as it may, Heinrich's own lack of self-awareness allows us to establish that the self-awareness of the artist is a necessary component for the abstract painting that was to come a half-century after the Der grüne Heinrich's initial publication, when artists such as Kandinksy had the wherewithal to defend their startling creations against resistant and uncomprehending
